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Booze Ban—No Bomb—but

BY JEAN MARIE KISS
Grizzly Editor

When Dean J. Houghton Kane first evaluated the college’s reformed alcohol policy—which was presented to the community this fall—he raised a few questions concerning the effectiveness of the new law. He questioned whether or not the students would comply with the policy rather than constantly confront college officials with blatant violations. He wondered whether or not Reimert Complex would still be a haven for public beer drinking, and he wondered if students would continue to walk around campus with open containers of alcohol.

In an interview yesterday, Kane stated, “The policy is not working perfectly...but yes, the students have complied...and yes, it’s working pretty well.”

He mentioned that approximately 60 students have been cited for first-offense violations by the college’s duty deans. The deans are usually scheduled to be available at all times for emergency calls during a one-week period.

Kane also noted that only a handful of people have been cited for a second offense.

Tammy Green, Assistant Director of Student Activities, Resident Director, and duty dean commented, “I think that students comply with the policy when they know someone is patrolling. I’m not naive to think that when we’re not there, there isn’t beer outside.” But she added that she has noticed the policy is working “very effectively” in the women’s quad.

Resident Director and Assistant Director of Student Life, Jamie Robson would like to think that the policy is working. “I think that a lot of students are rebelling... because they think we [administration] will move backwards.” Robson emphasized that the college is in the position to enforce the alcohol policy in accordance with the Pennsylvania law, which requires private institutions to abide by the under-21 drinking age law.

Each administrator agreed that the new policy has affected the social life at Ursinus. “It is really important that a college campus has large social events, and the college is 100% behind this idea,” said Kane. He stated that in earlier years, before kegs were banned in Spring 1986, large parties were held in the utility gym. After 1985-86, Reimert ‘hosted’ most of these functions. “Now the campus is trying to find a place...but I don’t believe the college can allow that without carding [for under-age guests],” continued Kane. He added that the college can financially support these events as well as provide organizational help, yet, says Kane, “The enthusiasm and support can only come from the students.”

Green has noticed the frustration of students in the need to socialize in large groups, and she commented, “The students have to work on it.”

Robson said, “The students have to realize that the college is not trying to take their alcohol away...but it cannot be flaunted in public.” He has also noticed that the new policy has made it more difficult for him to have contact with students in a social atmosphere. “They can still have that contact...without alcohol.”

Hess Awarded Honorary Chair

Dr. Ronald Hess, a member of the Ursinus College faculty for over two decades, was named as the first Brownback-Wagner Professor in the Health Sciences during Founders’ Day ceremonies at the College.

A professor of chemistry at the College who has received two Outstanding Educators of America awards and the Lindback Foundation Award for Distinguished Teaching, Hess earned his baccalaureate degree, summa cum laude, from Lock Haven State College and his doctorate from Cornell University.

“To be inducted into a chair that bears the revered names Brownback and Wagner is truly a humbling experience,” said Hess. “Examining the list of all those friends of Ursinus who made this day possible, I see many names which I first encountered on an organic chemistry exam, as well as the names of those who have been so supportive of the College’s outstanding premedical program.”

“I sincerely appreciate this great honor,” said Hess, “and as holder of the Chair I shall strive for the excellence implied by the legendary names attached to it.”

Dr. J. Harold Brownback joined the Ursinus faculty in 1926, bringing with him a dream to create one of the finest premedical/preental programs in the region. In 1993 he was joined in this effort by one of his most outstanding students, Dr. Paul Wagner. Together this team taught and counselled over 500 future health professionals during their 44-year association with the College.

Today hundreds of Ursinus graduates practice in the health professions both in the United States and around the world. The $700,000 Brownback-Wagner Chair in the Health Sciences was established through the efforts of a volunteer committee of alumni health professionals.

“Ursinus has been an outstanding leader in preparing students for success in the health sciences for the last 60 years,” said the man who headed this alumni effort, Dr. Thomas G. Davis, class of 1952. “The members of this committee believe that Ursinus should not only continue in its tradition of leadership, but become even stronger. This best way to do this was to establish a chair and to make certain it is held by a faculty member who will be dedicated to both teaching and research.”

Since 1981, Hess has served as a premedical advisor, counselling students planning careers in the health sciences.

“Dr. Hess in his acceptance address, in the years ahead, the research efforts of Ursinus students will be enhanced, allowing more of our students to experience both the joys and frustrations of independent, open-ended lab work in chemistry. This chair will also give our already strong premedial program additional strength by providing increased contact with a wide selection of unnecessary medical schools.”

Talent Show Dazzles Ursinus Community

BY LENOIRE BAILEY
Of The Grizzly

Ursinus talent jammed Friday night in Wismer Auditorium. The CAB event was standing-room-only as Nick Bay opened with “Goodnight Saigon” to an audience of 200. Ken Hemphill, Jeff Smith, and Mike Todd backed him through an awesome performance that took second place. The show never slowed down.

MC’d by freshman Harry Emmerich, things went smoothly in spite of a no-show act. Mike Todd and Dan Danyo, each armed with only an acoustic guitar, also performed mellow and moving solos.

The group Tree Mahn—Tony Strother, John Beisecker and Matt Noll—collectively rocked Wismer with a UB40 cover to tie for second place.

But Aide Jiminez ran away with first place and the $75 prize as she played to the audience. Her powerful and versatile vocals surpassed many as she performed “Time of my Life” and a spicy version of “La Bamba.”

The Imitations, featuring Bill Finnegan, Joe Mulhorn, and Brian Toleno, closed out the talent show with a party-singing, part-humor, part-audience participation act.

Post-performance comments ranged from Nick Bay’s blunt, “I was nervous as hell,” and Aide Jiminez’s “I need a drink, NOW!” Tony Strother stated that “I couldn’t see anybody, it was like being in a room of mirrors.”

Michelle Festa, who very successfully co-chaired the event with Bob Lane commented, “It (the show) was so much aggravation, and there were so many silly details to iron out—and so little time, I never thought we’d get things together. But we had so many responsible people to work with that they all pulled it together.”
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Alumni Voices Drug Concerns

Dear Editors:

It is seldom that I have an opportunity to visit campus, and when I do, I make an attempt to secure a copy of the campus newspaper to see how life is being held in the security of the academic blanket is holding up. Thus it was that I secured a copy of your edition dated November 4, 1988.

In reading with some interest the complaints raised by a number of students regarding President Dick Richter's handling of a case of alleged drug use by some current enrollees. I say "alleged" for apparently the crux of the argument is that the punishment was given before all the facts were supposedly known. I also read that there is some concern because some few pages of the Student Handbook are devoted to the use of alcohol while only a simple statement regarding the "unacceptable" status of drug use is made. And, finally, there was some concern about the definition of the word "unacceptable."

Obviously, I do not know the details of the case in question, and I cannot state whether or not the President mishandled the case. But, I do have an opinion on the subject of college rules and regulations, in general, and the use of legal vs. illegal substances!

To the editors:

Your decision to print my November 11 letter concerning your November 4 article about the October 25 Faculty Dialog was justifiable because students should be kept abreast of the pedantic peccadilloes of their pedagogues.

Two comments are in order about the typographical errors in the printing of my letter. First, my remark about the possible "balkanization" of the core curriculum was before me -misspelled by the misprint "ballcanization." Let it be a matter of public record that I have never advocated, do not now advocate, and never will advocate that the Ursinus core curriculum be balkanized. In other words, it was transmogrified by the misprint "ballcanization.

Another comment is that inaccuracies result only from intentional errors?

Respectfully submitted,

Mr. Bill

(Editors' Note: The Grizzly requires that all letters to the editors be typed and double-spaced in order to insure accuracy and to avoid confusion as to the content of the letter. When Mr. Bill submitted a handwritten letter explaining our mistake in the November 11 issue, we were concerned with our error, and printed his letter despite the manner in which he submitted his comments. See below for Mr. Bill's version of his Nov. 11 letter.)

Maybe if Mr. Bill had followed normal procedure, we could have avoided the misprinting of "balkanization," and avoided the above letter. We assumed the Mr. Bill knew how to spell the word he tossed around, and would not submit a mistake to The Grizzly; therefore, we did not feel it necessary to check the spelling of his thesaurus-oriented vocabulary word. It is not our practice to edit letters to the editors.

In response to the professor's "pedantic" claims about typographical errors in the newspaper, we want him to know that The Grizzly staff proofreads the paper AT LEAST five times before it goes to press. If Ursinus College employed a full-time staff to produce its weekly paper, and if more students or faculty members became involved with this publication, The Grizzly would definitely be able to improve its content as well as its accuracy. It's also a shame that Mr. Bill has nothing better to do than write letters to The Grizzly.

Stuff it in Your Socks, Mr. Bill

To the editors:

Your decision to print my November 11 letter concerning your November 4 article about the October 25 Faculty Dialog was justifiable because students should be kept abreast of the pedantic peccadilloes of their pedagogues.

Two comments are in order about the typographical errors in the printing of my letter. First, my remark about the possible "balkanization" of the core curriculum was before me -misspelled by the misprint "ballcanization." Let it be a matter of public record that I have never advocated, do not now advocate, and never will advocate that the Ursinus core curriculum be balkanized. In other words, it was transmogrified by the misprint "ballcanization.

Another comment is that inaccuracies result only from intentional errors?

Respectfully submitted,

Mr. Bill

(Editors' Note: The Grizzly requires that all letters to the editors be typed and double-spaced in order to insure accuracy and to avoid confusion as to the content of the letter. When Mr. Bill submitted a handwritten letter explaining our mistake in the November 11 issue, we were concerned with our error, and printed his letter despite the manner in which he submitted his comments. See below for Mr. Bill's version of his Nov. 11 letter.)

Maybe if Mr. Bill had followed normal procedure, we could have avoided the misprinting of "balkanization," and avoided the above letter. We assumed the Mr. Bill knew how to spell the word he tossed around, and would not submit a mistake to The Grizzly; therefore, we did not feel it necessary to check the spelling of his thesaurus-oriented vocabulary word. It is not our practice to edit letters to the editors.

In response to the professor's "pedantic" claims about typographical errors in the newspaper, we want him to know that The Grizzly staff proofreads the paper AT LEAST five times before it goes to press. If Ursinus College employed a full-time staff to produce its weekly paper, and if more students or faculty members became involved with this publication, The Grizzly would definitely be able to improve its content as well as its accuracy. It's also a shame that Mr. Bill has nothing better to do than write letters to The Grizzly.

I am oversimplified on in its balkanization - students to "vulcan" - had never advocated combining Ursinus staff pressure in order to change firm positions on old issues and old suggestions that the spirit of the beneficial to the complex's intellectual (
DIVISION III SPIRIT: At Founder's Day on October 30, Ursinus celebrated the 100th anniversary of organized sports at the College. Our speaker was George Drake, President of Grinnell College, a nationally ranked college in Iowa the size of Ursinus. The small-college atmosphere that we prize so deeply also is prized at Grinnell.

In his speech, President Drake, who serves on the President's Council of the National Collegiate Athletic Association, expressed the spirit of Division III sports. They are not for the public, he said. They are not primarily for the College or for the spectators. They are fundamentally for the players: football team pulled the upset of the decade by defeating Dickinson into NCAA playoffs. Maryland-Baltimore. Its theme:

Drake, President of Grinnell College, a nationally ranked college in Iowa the size of Ursinus, has pissed us off as Grizzly editors in the past two years. As Jean and I are both easy-going people who hardly ever get upset, passing us off is not an easy task. However, there are those who have managed to do so.

Hartlines

Since Jean and I are nearing the end of our term as editors of The Grizzly, I would like to share with the general public of Ursinus what has pissed us off as Grizzly editors in the past two years. As Jean and I are both easy-going people who hardly ever get upset, passing us off is not an easy task. However, there are those who have managed to do so.


to fit

HARTBREAK

FEED THE CHILDREN

Your small pocket change can add up to dollars that are desperately needed to touch children's lives by sending relief to famine and drought stricken countries of the world. Won't you please Touch A Life, and Touch A Child today? Thank you.

Get Change for Thanks

20,000 children worldwide die of starvation and its effects on any given day. They die one at a time—we can help them one at a time. There is enough food to feed the world. The task is getting the food from the places of plenty to the places of need.

FEED THE CHILDREN is an international program to feed hungry children. Food is shipped to feeding centers, food pantries, shelters and Indian reservation in 44 states and 33 other countries.

This Thanksgiving the Ursinus College community is invited to share in feeding the children. During the week of Thanksgiving, donation containers will be on the tables in the dining hall and other places on campus. Please don't pass them by, but in a thankful way, put in your change. The money will be used to buy nutritious foods to send to those in need.

The cost of a hamburger and a milkshake ($3.00) alone will feed 60 children with wheat for an entire week. The cost of a bacon cheeseburger, fries and a shake and a banana split will supplement the meals of 115 children with corn for one meal.

In a few days, we will be heading home for a holiday feast and a time of relaxation. The Thanksgiving break has a different meaning for us all. But we can all acknowledge our abundance in a world filled with need.

This project, sponsored by Campus Ministry, offers you the opportunity to help defeat world hunger. Your gift, no matter how small, is greatly appreciated.

M. Scott Landis, Campus Minister
The Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) has finally taken a positive step toward easing of Arab-Israeli tensions in the region. Under heavy pressure from Egypt and Jordan's reversal of policy toward the Palestinians in the occupied West Bank, the PLO implicitly accepted UN Resolution 242 which provides for recognition of Israel's right to exist. However, this falls short of the three conditions the US has set forth for dialogue: formal acceptance of 242, explicit recognition of Israel and a renunciation of terrorism. The US, however, does not intend to compromise its position although peaceful evolution in the PLO is apparent. Commented Martin Indyk, executive director of the Washington Institute for Near East Policy, "The US is crucial in determining what is real and what is not. We set the standard. It's not good policy to erode the standards we've set as the basis of negotiations.

Thousands of Burundian Hutus are expected to return from neighboring Rwanda after being told they will not be punished over tribal fighting last August, UN officials commented yesterday. Burundi's Interior Minister, Lt. Col. Aloys Kadoyi, gave the guarantees at a meeting last week in Butare, Rwanda with government ministers from that state and officials of the UN High Commission for Refugees. The refugees fled after a massacre of Hutu tribes by the Tutsi-controlled army.

The highly exclusive nuclear club has just added a new member. A study released Tuesday reports that the Asian nation of Pakistan has finally developed atomic weapons. This upsets the delicate balance of power in the Far East owing to Pakistan's long-standing enmity with similarly nuclear-equipped India. Additionally, the continual instability within Pakistan heightens fears that nuclear technology will not remain exclusive to few for very long. Pakistan's silent nuclear breakthrough ranks it among a group of three nations (South Africa, Israel and India) who have attained nuclear capability without revealing it.

The development of an "abortion pill" known as RU 486 has been available in both France and China has sparked a flurry of biomedical questions of ethics. Proponents cite the 200,000 deaths of women globally during abortions as well as the unavailability of abortion clinics to poor or frightened women. No longer will pregnant women have to "run the gauntlet" of jeering protesters at abortion clinics, yet actual sight of the aborted fetus might produce considerable mental trauma. Opponents argue that it makes the abortion decision far too easy to make. "It becomes more tempting to substitute [the abortion pill] for contraceptives. It's an easy solution, but the implications are worse," says Lisa Cahill, a professor of theology at Boston College. Women must also practice some form of early pregnancy detection for the pill to be effective, unlikely for many of the poor worldwide. Availability in the US of RU 486 is unlikely as no drug company has approached the Food and Drug Administration. Testing would take five to seven years and an investment of $10-25 million for subsequent marketing.

The Supreme Court recently upheld a lower court ruling preventing a husband's interference with his wife's decision to have a abortion. Without comment, the Court affirmed an Indiana court's decision that the right of woman's choice over her body must take precedence over the spouse's opinion. This has allayed a great many fears from pro-choice groups about the Court's recent conservative majority and its position on the Roe v. Wade decision which legalized abortion in 1973.
When the season began for the NFL's New England Patriots, America's favorite midget was teetering at the third-string level. Eleven weeks and a present four game winning streak later, the Pats' quarterback is Doug Flutie. Flutie, although not shining with overwhelmingly impressive statistics, is shining in the "W" column, and that is what counts.

A winner is always ready to play when the opportunity arises. A winner is always looking forward to performing in pressure situations.

Junior quarterback Kevin Meehan, barely even on the bench in the first quarter to lead his team's entertaining magic.

The Ursinus defense held Dickinson to one second-half touchdown.

BY VERONICA ALGEO
Grizzly Sports Editor

The Ursins men's cross country team took third place at the NCAA Mid-East Regional qualifying race at Allentown College.


Brian Drummond (26:51) crossed the finish line in 30th place, and freshman Joe Kershner took 34th place. Mike McMullen finished one minute later, as the field of finishers thickened, in 90th place. Mark Wilhelms completed the Bear roster in 156th place (29:23).

The Bears lost to Carnegie Mellon University and Glassboro State College. After capturing a MAC Championship a week ago, the Bears failed to qualify for the National Cross Country Championships in St. Louis. The mid-east region sends only two teams to Nationals.

A couple weeks ago, Ursinus' performance could have qualified them for the Championships, however stricter standards lessened their chances.

Although the Bears did not qualify, they beat 26 teams this past Saturday, including Swarthmore, Haverford, Gettysburg, Allegheny, and the University of Scranton. The race was won by Glassboro's Rich Bostwick.

BY FRED GLADSTONE
Of The Grizzly

The Ursinus wrestling team started off on a good note Saturday, taking third at the Explorer Invitational held at La Salle. Led by coach Bill Racich, nine out of the ten wrestlers placed in the top three.

One of the more superior wrestlers, senior Tim Seislav, suffered a heartbreaking defeat in the final three seconds to take second place at the 118 lb. weight class. Seislav won the tournament last year. He is one of three on the team who expects to have over 100 college career wins this season.

Unbelievable turn of events reminded many a football fan of the miraculous Flutie to Phelan pass play that lifted Boston College over Miami in their 1984 Orange Bowl contest.

Like Miami, the Dickinson players were left visibly dejected after the Meehan to Czechowicz play materialized.

The drive was capped just moments later when, with six seconds remaining, Meehan hit Ross with his third TD strike of the day, a 2-yard pass that was followed by mass celebration on the field and in the Ursinus stands.

The Dickinson side of the arena was silent.

When fans in the future file into the games and start flipping through the program pages, they will undoubtedly look at the record of the 1988 Ursinus football squad (3-7) and Dickinson's football squad (9-1). Fans will unknowingly believe that Dickinson was the team with the winners.

But let it be known, in head to head battle, Ursinus-led by Kevin Meehan-staged one of the years greatest upsets. Perhaps even turning the Ursinus football program into one with a winning formula...

For good.

Pack Takes 3rd; O'Donohue Makes Nationals

BY NEIL SCHAER
Of The Grizzly

The Ursinus men's cross country team took third place at the NCAA Mid-East Regional qualifying race at Allentown College.


Brian Drummond (26:51) crossed the finish line in 30th place, and freshman Joe Kershner took 34th place. Mike McMullen finished one minute later, as the field of finishers thickened, in 90th place. Mark Wilhelms completed the Bear roster in 156th place (29:23).

The Bears lost to Carnegie Mellon University and Glassboro State College. After capturing a MAC Championship a week ago, the Bears failed to qualify for the National Cross Country Championships in St. Louis. The mid-east region sends only two teams to Nationals.

A couple weeks ago, Ursinus' performance could have qualified them for the Championships, however stricter standards lessened their chances.

Although the Bears did not qualify, they beat 26 teams this past Saturday, including Swarthmore, Haverford, Gettysburg, Allegheny, and the University of Scranton. The race was won by Glassboro's Rich Bostwick.

BY DOROTHY O'MALLEY
Of The Grizzly

On Saturday, the Ursinus women's cross country team ran in the Mideast Regional meet at Allentown College. The team placed exactly where they were thought to place. They finished ninth in the region, but only three other MAC schools were able to beat U.C.

Qualifying for Nationals for the second time in three years was junior Gwen O'Donohue. She finished in third place with an outstanding time of 19:30.

Continuing her remarkable freshman career was Kris Wagner. Wagner did something rather unique. She went from an eleventh place finish in the 1986 NCAA Mid-East Regional meet to one second-half touchdown.

The upstart Bears had other ideas.

After the starting signal-caller, sophomore Brian Thomas, went down early in the first quarter with an injury, things looked bleak for Ursinus. Ursinus went into halftime trailing 18-7.

The Dickinson faithful from Carlisle, Pa. felt the national playoffs on the tips of their fingers. They seemingly forgot that there was still thirty minutes of play left. Meehan led the Bear charges to two touchdowns and a brief 22-18 lead. The first touchdown was a 78 yard pass play hauled in by senior reliable Kevin Ross. It was U.C.'s longest scoring pass of the 1988 campaign. The second touchdown pass covered 33 yards and was hauled down by senior tight end Dave Clarke.

Dickinson came back to lead 25-22 with 2:36 to go in the contest. But Meehan continued to work his entertaining magic.

On the 4 and 21 from Dickinson's 38 yardline, Meehan miraculously hit another reliable wide out, senior Joe Czechowicz, for 27 yards to keep the Bears alive. Czechowicz went up to receive the ball with three defenders draped all over him and somehow came down with the pigskin. This seemingly impossible turn of events brightened many a football fan of the miraculous Flutie to Phelan pass play that lifted Boston College over Miami in their 1984 Orange Bowl contest.

Like Miami, the Dickinson players were left visibly dejected after the Meehan to Czechowicz play materialized.

The drive was capped just moments later when, with six seconds remaining, Meehan hit Ross with his third TD strike of the day, a 2-yard pass that was followed by mass celebration on the field and in the Ursinus stands.

The Dickinson side of the arena was silent.

When fans in the future file into the games and start flipping through the program pages, they will undoubtedly look at the record of the 1988 Ursinus football squad (3-7) and Dickinson's football squad (9-1). Fans will unknowingly believe that Dickinson was the team with the winners.

But let it be known, in head to head battle, Ursinus-led by Kevin Meehan-staged one of the years greatest upsets. Perhaps even turning the Ursinus football program into one with a winning formula...

For good.

Matters Fare Well at LaSalle Tourney
Hoopsters Open with Cautious Optimism

BY MATT WINTRAUB
Of The Grizzly

There is a huge beach towel hanging up in Coach Al Angelos' office which bears the prophetic saying "To be good is not good enough, when you dream of being great."

This inspiring line has been the driving force behind Angelos and the Men's Basketball program for the last four years (Angelos became head coach at Ursinus in 1985). He expects a lot from his teams and from the program in general. In fact, he did not think it would take this long for Ursinus to have a good team (Co-champs of MAC Southern Division last year), but once the program turned the corner, the team had come further than he had expected at this time.

One of the keys to overall improvement of the team has been in Sophie toward that goal is that medioc...
Circle Up with Circle K

BY MICHELLE L. GRANDE
Grizzly Copy Editor

"Ask not what your campus community can do for you, but what you can do for your campus community." This statement, previously credited to John F. Kennedy in a slightly different form, reflects the commitment to service that Ursinus’ Circle K seeks to promote.

Circle K, a recently reactivated club, is affiliated with Kiwanis, an international service organization. Introduced to the campus by Thomas McGinley, a 1988 alumus of the College, the club is currently under the leadership of Sandy Painter, President, Mary Messina and Kim Stump, Vice Presidents, Michelle Festa, Secretary, and Gena Hornak, Treasurer. In addition, recognition through its preparation of regular Circle K newsletters and distribution of balloons to patients during their visit.

Several activities are already planned for next semester. Members will be spending some time at the Montgomery County Geriatric Center and will visit patients and direct a game of Bingo. More canned food drives will be sponsored, particularly for the movies E.T. and a Disney film festival, which will include Bambi, The Fox and the Hound, and 101 Dalmatians.

In addition, one of Circle K’s most important activities next semester is to earn international recognition through its preparation for Charter Night. Charter Night includes an induction ceremony and formal presentation of a banner, gong, and membership pins. The club, during this night, also gains the opportunity to receive regular Circle K newsletters and other important information. Bill Hummer, a member of the Norris-town Kiwanis, and Barry Flicker, a member of the Pottstown Kiwanis, have been ‘very helpful,” Painter says, in providing support for club members and in assisting club members with paying initial joining and membership fees. Painter also emphasizes, ‘These men have really been doing a lot for us… They really want to see the club growing.” In addition, Painter also names Reverend Scott Landis, advisor, and members of the Boyertown Key Club (a high school-oriented service organization of Kiwanis) as being extremely encouraging and supportive.

Painter urges any students who are “interested in service and in helping out” to consider joining Circle K. She also says, “We are still looking for new members,” and encourages both students with questions and anyone who needs assistance with projects to notify her at 489-9812. Paisley 312. The next Circle K meeting will be held Monday, November 21, at 7:00 p.m. in Wismer Parents’ Lounge.

Play by the Stars

BY LUCINDA L’AMOUR
Grizzly Columnist

Let’s talk turkey. How many of you are frustrated with fall? Haven’t this season been more unpredictable, and hotter than any you can recall? Just think, not only have we not had a flake of snow decorate the campus yet, but we have not even had a hint that mother nature’s ole thermostat is capable of dipping low enough to allow any cool precipitation. In essence, the major statement one can make about this fall in the southeastern Pennsylvania region is that it has not been exactly that. Of course, anyone dwelling in this region can make this statement, but in addition to these given conditions, those of us inhabiting the Ursinus region are afforded an entirely different view of fall.

Now Lucinda is no meteorologist, nor an etiologist, but I would guess that the term fall derives somewhat from the act of leaves falling off trees at this particular time of year. Lucinda is basing this assumption on the preconceived knowledge she brought with her prior to joining the Ursinus community. And Lord knows, that knowledge is fading fast! I am sure that the term Fall Semester found in the trusty Ursinus Student Handbook is a misnomer, because leaves obviously do not fall off Ursinus trees, but somehow miraculously disappear. Just as we do not have lawns, but greenswards on this campus, Lucinda feels that we should not have a misleading Fall Semester, but perhaps a more accurately named Suck Semester. After all, that term more accurately describes the fate of leaves on this campus— besides having other, more inspiring connotations.

Since Thanksgiving is just around the corner, and this is the time of year all should contemplate the beauty and value of life, Lucinda feels we should leave those few leaves maintenance’s Leaf Suckers could not nab in their natural fallen position. Lucinda appreciates administration’s fear that students coming across any leaves left un-sucked would feel compelled not only to enjoy their aesthetic beauty, but also to gather them, roll them, and smoke them to see what other residual beauty could be had. However, students leave the greenswards be in the spring, and since we did not experiment with that grass, I think we can be trusted with the various leaves of Suck as well. The hyper-concern with the outward appearance of neatness on this campus leads Lucinda to think that the powers that be were potty-trained in the womb. The whole idea that sucking up fallen leaves beautifies the campus is as absurd as the notion that microwaving one’s panties prevents bladder infections. Just as Lucinda would hate to see her favorite pair of Frederick’s scalped up in smoke, so would she hate to have another season sucked up from under her feet. Lucinda hopes that, in the future, the powers responsible for making fall a Sucky semester will be able to restrain themselves and leave a falling leaf lie.

WEEKEND FORECAST

ARIES: Be discreet in licking your fingers after sampling some fancy canned cranberry sauce next Thursday.
TAURUS: This Saturday help your favorite Tonto sharpen his tomahawk for feasting activities next week.
GEMINI: Rumor has it your neighborhood Separatist has a hot sweet potato—don’t even think about not nibbling to confirm it.
CANCER: Find out how stiff you get after sleeping in a log cabin with some strange pilgrim.
LEO: Chief Gimmesomecoat asks you to make desert for the native feast—Lucinda suggests making cherry cheesecake.
VIRGO: So Johnny’s half-brother’s housewife has one that ends up being larger than yours, that’s no reason not to carve another turkey!
LIBRA: The scales for inviting guests to dinner are better left unbalanced, especially when you invite 69 diners.
SCORPIO: Because the pilgrims came here in the 1600’s, means you have to relive the experience by coming here that many times too.
SAGITTARIUS: When travelling over the river & through the woods to grandmother’s house, don’t trip on some hard rocks.
CAPRICORN: This weekend have fun finding and eating the contents of your own cornucopia, or horn of plenty.
AQUARIUS: Keep in mind, when serving sweet corn, the longer you keep it on the cob, the greater your guests’ pleasure.
PISCES: Be careful of sudden motions in the ocean while tossing on the seas in your gravy boat.
Roving Reporter: Do you think the Ursinus alcohol policy is working?

MIKE MASON
Sophomore
Economics
Yeah, it's a great policy.

RON MATTHEW
Senior
Economics
No, because I have too many warnings already.

CHRISTINE WHITE
Senior
International Relations
Yes, but it is alienating those who are of age to drink from those who are not of age.

NOELLE JUPPE
Junior
International Relations
Not really, because people still want to drink and have a good time, and they will find a way to do it.

BILL CHIPMAN
Junior
Economics
Yes, it's working now, but it may lead to a totally dry campus.

LOU HANEL
Junior
Biology

Musser Presents

MOVIE:
Sunday, November 20—6:30 p.m.
in Musser Lounge
Chinese film—
Breaking with Old Ideas

Happy Thanksgiving

YE OLDE SWEET SHOPPE
HAND DIPPED CHOCOLATES, FUDGE, SUGAR AND SALT FREE CANDIES, GIFTS AND HANDMADE ITEMS

478 MAIN STREET
COLLEGEVILLE, PA 19426
PHONE (215) 489-2454

Collegeville SLENDER QUEST

489-8555
448 Rear, Main Street
COLLEGEVILLE
URSINUS STUDENT DISCOUNT!!!

UC Student Discount—
20% Off Membership Fee
VCR Rentals ................. $7.95
Weekend Special ............... $19.95
Pick up VCR Friday—Return Monday
Free Popcorn with every rental

WEST COAST VIDEO

COLLEGEVILLE SHOPPING CENTER
Rt. 29 and Ridge Pike
489-4003

YOU QUALIFY FOR INSTANT CREDIT!
Start making credit purchases IMMEDIATELY! We will send you a Members Credit Card at once with NO CREDIT CHECK. Buy any Jewelry, Clothing, Sporting Goods, Watches, Electronics & MORE! All with installment payments out of our "Giant 100+ Pages Catalog." Take 12 months to repay. Your personal credit card is a second line of credit-check, etc. plus your Students Credit Group A-1 reference will be on file to help you obtain other credit cards. Send in your $5 catalog deposit now. (refundable with your first order) Establish your credit Today! 100% Satisfaction Guaranteed on your Money Back.

MEMBERS P.O. BOX 4649
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33338

Bj's BILLIARDS
Plymouth Square
Ridge & Butler Pikes
Conshohocken, PA 19428
825-4689
14 Regulation Tables
Open late 365 days a year.